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FEMALE ELEMENTS ii
An Analysis of Female Elements in Home Video Games
ABSTRACT
In the past 30 years, video games have progressed 6om a technical novelty to a
$17 billion industry. However, a m^ority of players are still male; many blame this on
the overwhelming amount o f male-oiiented images and themes in popular video games.
Technological literacy is becoming a prerequisite for employment in many jobs and there
is a proven link between interest in video games and increased computer literacy. Studies
also show that video games help improve cognitive skills like hand-eye coordination and
spatial dexterity. This content analysis examined elements o f 63

f ZqyAarzo» video

games, quantifying male and female characters and noting game characteristics that
research shows females favor, in an attempt to show that girls play video games less
because they do not have enough interesting games to select from.
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CHAPTER I
Introduction
Situation Analysis
For the purpose of this study, a video game will be deEned as any electronic game
played for amusement or education on a computer or home game console. In 1980,20
million Americans were active video game players. In a 2001 rep>ort issued by the
Interactive Digital Software Association, the interactive entertainment (IE) industry will
reach a level of $16.9 billion by 2005, with over 119 million gamers. Due, primarily, to
the advent of improved game consoles and online playing, the industry is growing at a
five-year, 15 percent annual rate. This is three-times that of the film and computer
hardware business combined (Tarr, 2001).
The industry is growing, not only in size, but also in diversity. The same study
showed that the most frequent personal computer (PC) gamers, as well as the most
fi-equent console gamers, are over 18, and a growing number are women.
Problem Statement / Industry Background
Though the origins of video games can be traced back to arcades o f the 1970s, the
first major force in home IE was the MnteWo

Eysfem, introduced in 1986.

By 1988, the Japanese-based company sold 11 million units and with its high quality
sound and vivid, colorful graphics, the console took home gaming to another level
(Provenzo, 1991). However, researchers soon discovered a trend with the evolving
medium. There were few games with female images, especially positive ones (Dietz,
1998). Perh^s due to the fact that teenage boys seemed to be the main audience, in a
1991 content analysis of one hundred arcade games, 92 percent contained no female roles
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at all. Of the rem aining games, six percent were "damsels in distress," like a princess
being saved, and two percent of the games were cartoon-like characters, such as Ms.
fncTwzM and Moma ÆoMgaroo (Provenzo, 1991). Also, by January 2003, two out of three
console (as opposed to PC) video game players were males under the age o f 35
(Chmielewski, 2003).
It was not until the 1996 PC game, Barbie FasAio» Designer, that a video game
market was established for females. It was a huge success, selling 500,000 copies in its
Erst two months (Cassell & Jenkins, 1998). This game opened a new door for game
designers, discovering that girls, indeed, have a desire to play video games.
However, in 1998, males still provided approximately 75 to 85 percent of industry
revenues, and 90 percent o f video game magazine readership was still male (Cassell &
Jenkins, 1998). And though an increasing number of females bought video games, (up to
36 percent of all video game console players and 40 percent of PC gamers in 2001), it is
stiU an industry where games are made and marketed primarily toward males (Tarr,
2001). The disparity is very common. At Fÿcof Cenier at IFbB Disney fPoHd, the
"Innovations" exhibit even has a segregated video game section. Displaying a room AiU
of high tech video games, there is a section specifically marked, "Girlz Games" (See
Appendix C). It is as if organizers are saying that normal games are not interesting to
females.
Though past media violence research and the damages it showed on the human
psyche have been sketchy and unproven, there is no doubt that violent content in video
games has been a factor in female disinterest (Cassell & Jenkins, 1998; Kafai, 1996). In
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1981, Malone showed that girls do not hke video games with aggressive themes, but
when playing the same game without the aggression, they enjoyed it.
In an eSbrt to develop more ^propriate games for young girls, researchers at
Interval Research discovered that it was not just violence that dissuaded girls &om
currently available games, but also the lack of interesting game characters and plot lines.
The girls that they surveyed wanted to play a game that had an enjoyable storyhne. In
1996, Funk and Buchman discovered that girls were more likely to hst their favorite type
o f game as "fantasy violence," where a cartoon-like character is controlled, as opposed to
"human violence," where a human-hke character is controlled (Funk & Buchman, 1996).
But, the majority of the best selling home video games, as well as most found in arcades,
are of the "human violence" variety, further alienating the female video game consumer.
In a 1996 study, where elementary school kids were given the opportunity to
design their own video games, the results were decidedly lopsided. Eighty-eight percent
o f the boys chose "adventure," while girls' games were split evenly among "adventure,"
“sport/skill,” and “teaching.” Also, three-fourths of the boys chose their game to take
place in a "fantasy world," while most (75%) of the girls wanted their game to take place
in reality (Kafai, 1996). These results show a disparity between the types o f games girls
and boys want to play.
Character appeal is another factor in determining female audience appeal.
Computer journalist Dan Gutman speculated that the success o f video game classics like
fuc-Afuu,

and

were, in part, due to their "cute, cuddly characters" that

qypeal to men and women alike (Cassell & Jenkins, 1998). It should be no surprise that
popular games like Afbriuf Kb/Mhuf and Doom never really broke through to the female
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audience. Sega executive Lee McEnany used the video game character .ÿoMzc tAe
/fiedlgeAog as an example o f what girls want in video game characters. She said the key is
depth; they want a character that has a background and personality. "Sonic has a whole
attitude, and he gets upset and he wants you to move, and he blows up" (CasseU and
Jenkins, 1998, p. 202).
In 1995, researchers 6om MIT advertised for a research assistant to work on the
topic of gender and computer games, and a young man replied:
cuwgAt my eye

ucf is iAui ii isn i gwiie rigAi. Tate my g ir ^ e W

ancfT/br insioMce. T6«y mosi/y combai/^^gAiing games, wAicA sAe (foesn i reaZiy
care/br. .Bwi TAave a game ca/Zeff "Doatey Æbmg Coamby " iAai sAeyosi Zoves io
/)Z(^. 5b most o/"iAe iime we sii iAere Zite, "Twant io /?Z<ryAZbriaZ ÆbmAai " amZ
sAe answers, "TZbw aZxmi Dontey Æbmg? " TiAint iAai it 's noi so macA vifZeo
games iAai girZs/wameM bb/z Ywa/zi ia /?Z(^ ii's iAe tz/zeZs

games iA^ wa/zi io

^Z(^ iAai mates iAe (Zzj^brence (Cassell & Jenkins, p. 8).

This testimony serves as a summation of the problem statement of this study;
there is not a signiGcant amount of video games available that are currently designed and
marketed with females in mind. That is, the characters and themes in games are those
which males are most interested in and it is rejected in a m^ority of video games on the
market.
Significance of the Problem
There is no argument that technological literacy is becoming a prerequisite for
employment in many jobs. The disinterest o f females in electronic games gives them a
disadvantage in finding computer or technology-related jobs later in hfe. Interest in
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video games and increased computer literacy has been linked in several studies
(Greenûeld, 1984; GreenEeld, 1996). It has been established that some of the positive
abilities learned during video game play are important in the development of young
people today, including females in their need to compete in the male-dominated
technology Geld. Sandra Calvert, director of Georgetown University's Children in Media
Project, agrees that a lack of video games can help to steer girls away Gom careers in
technology and computers. She said, "Video games are children's gateways to
computers. And ultimately this has ramiGcations for the kinds of careers people choose"
(Rabasca, 2000, p.2).
Also, several tests (Okagaki and Frensch, 1996; Subrahmanyam & GreenGeld
1994) have discovered that video game playing has been linked to improved cogniGve
skills, like hand-eye coordinaGon, and the ability to maintain attenGon and orient things
in space. Therefore, if it is important that they include gaming in their development, it is
a significant problem that females are not as interested as males in video games.
Cassell and Jenkins (1998) point out that "violent games without posiGve
representaGons of women" continue to dominate the game Geld (p. 6). Gamers play
console games an average o f eleven hours and PC games ten hours a week, which means
socializaGon is occurring among young boys without the presence of feminist images.
Women rarely appear in the games (Dietz, 1998), and when they do, it is oAen as a
reward for the compleGon o f a mission, in a stereotypical role or as a "hyper sexualized"
combatant (CAiMren iVbw, 2001). The current games on the market offer a culture of
violence, even violence against women (Cassell & Jenkins, 1998). Not only do these
images have a possible negaGve effect on young men, but they repel young women.
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Study Hypotheses
This study addresses both the importance of yideo games in our culture, as a
deyelopment tool and as an agent of socialization, and looks at the state o f the yideo
game industry, as it pertains to gender representation. Looking at the industry, through a
study of randomly chosen yideo games, we will see that females do not play games as
much as males, because there are not enough games ayailable that interest them. The
author attempts to show, by a content analysis of randomly selected

f Zqy&afzon

games, that most games ayailable today are not designed with females' speciEc interests
in m ind. There are three hypotheses that were tested in this study.
HI : Male characters outnumber female characters oyerall.
H2: Male player-controlled characters will outnumber female player-controlled
characters.
H3: There will be a significant difference in the means of positive and negative
characters o f each gender.
Study Overview
Chuter I o f this thesis provides an overview o f the signiEcance of the IE industry
and the past and current role of females in it. This chtgiter shows how important video
games can be in the development o f young people, how negative images in the games are
harmful in their socialization, and why it is important females have more gender-Eiendly
games to play. Chapter II will give an outline of the literature referenced during this
study, as well as comments 6om industry experts, describing aspects of video games that
they think females are interested in. The third chapter describes the methodology for the
study, including project design, data collection and analysis procedures, and
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instrumentation. Chapter TV will give the findings, and include any applicable charts or
graphs that help to illustrate the results of the study. Finally, Chapter V sums up the
conclusions drawn ûom the research data, as well as any recommendations for future
study of this topic.
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CHAPTER n
Review of Literature
Due to the changing nature o f the technology-based subject matter, a variety of
categories o f literature were used to gather research for this study. Many of the sources
are traditional, scholarly work pubhshed in academic journals; others include website
postings and online articles. Part of the research also involved gathering opinions hrom
females about speciGc games, so formal and informal reviews were used in part. To help
determine the aspects of video games that women prefer, published interviews with
industry experts were a key part o f the referenced material.
Video Game Effects
(lame playing, in general, has been linked to children's cognitive, social, and
moral development in several studies (Kamii & Devries, 1980; Piaget, 1965). Studies on
video game benefits have been mixed. Some studies (Subrahmanyam & GreaiGeld,
1994) have shown that positive skills are learned through playing, while others (Gagnon,
1985; Dorval and Pepin, 1986) show limited results.
Spatial skills are deEned as those which the mind uses to navigate through a
defined space (Webster's, 1996). Okagaki and Frensch (1996) break spatial skills down
into three parts: j p a f z n / m e n m / romnoM, and

vûwz/izatzoM. Their test,

as well as Subrahmanyam & Greenfield's, show that video game practice is beneEcial to
young people's cogniEve development and in some cases, the beneEts cross the
boundaries of gender.
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A weak correlation. In 1985, Gagnon's study involved male and female college
students playing two different games over a one-week period for a total o f 6ve hours.
The games were "shooter"-style games, in which the subject drove a craft through a
three-dimensional environment, at the same time, shooting enemies. Improvements in
the test and control group subjects were measured using three different pencil-and-paper
spatial performance tests—spatial orientation, spatial visualization, and visual pursuit
tests (Gagnon, 1985).
Gagnon found very few diSerences in the improvement of the test group. There
were no differences among the men on the test. However, Gagnon did End that women
showed improvement in the spatial visualization posttest (Gagnon, 1985). He thought
this might he because women did not perform as well as the men on the pre-tests, and
they were able to heneht hom playing video games a little more (Okagaki and Frensch,
1996). For the most part, gender had little to do with the results.
Dorval and Pepin (1986) had similar Gndings. In a study with Canadian college
students, none of whom had ever played video games, they found limited improvements.
After playing eigbt sessions o f Zéucco/z, another "shooter game," over several weeks with
pre- and post-test visualization exercises, the control group showed greater improvement.
While other later tests would later show otherwise, the Gagnon and the Dorval and Pepin
tests showed that video games do not improve these spatial skills.
Proven benefits o f video eames. Okagaki and Frensch's (1996) experiment
involving the game Tetnf, examined several things. First, they looked at whether or not
gender differences could be seen in "initial visual spatial performance and in video game
play" (Okagaki and Frensch, 1996 p. 120) among older kids. Second, they examined the
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impact on spatial skills of playing Tefrw using the same group. Third, Okagaki and
Frensch studied the effect o f video game play on the speciGc spatial skills used in a
particular game. They wanted to End a way to

the impact on certain spatial skills

after play.
Tlz/rü is a puzzle-type game that involves rotating shapes and stacking them
evenly, in an effort to score points. The paper and pencil pre- and post-test that Okagaki
and Frensch used also involved rotating shapes, mentally on paper. They also used a
similar computer test. They found few diGerences between male and female
undergraduate students in spatial visualization. That is, on the more complex p^er tests,
males were better, but on the simpler Terrü shapes, there were no differences. Again,
gender differences were not a factor in video game beneEts, or lack thereof.
However, inconsistent with other similar tests, Okagaki and Frensch found that
playing the video games did improve the subject’s scores on the spatial visualization
post-test. The students were timed as to how fast they could rotate the shapes on the
paper. Male scores were nearly cut in half, from 4.01 to 2.80 (in milliseconds per degree
of rotation) and female scores from 3.80 to 2.83 (Okagaki and Frensch, 1996). It is no
shock that pracEce can improve these abiliEes, just like pracEcing a golf swing can make
one a beEer golfer. But the signiEcance of this study is that the improvements came as a
result of playing a game that was thought to contain no cogniEve beneEts whatsoever.
The third objecEve of the experiment, concerning whether or not the skills could
be transferred to other tasks, was less conclusive. Okagaki and Frensch (1996) report that
it is diScult to determine, without a formal test of the variety of contexts, where the
spaEal skills would be used and how the video games would beneEt. They refer to
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"situated cognition," (Okagaki and Frensch, p. 138) where the video game would have to
be developed specrGcally for the skill they want to improve.
Subrahmanyam and GreenGeld (1994) looked at the relaGonship between gender,
video game experience, and spaGal skill. They did not know whether or not video game
experience would improve the skills equaUy in

genders, improve them more in

because o f a biological component, or more in gzrZ;, because they would gain more Gom
having decreased experience with the games.
Using 10 year-old boys and girls, the experiment involved the test group's ability
to play the game

AAzffM&y.;, on a personal computer. They believed the game was

a good demonstration of “guiding objects, judging speeds and distances of moving
objects, and intercepting objects" (Subrahmanyam & GreenGeld, 1994, p. 101). The
game was also selected because o f its lack o f violence, so it would not be a factor to
influence either gender. Three different posttests were then used to judge the children’s
dynamic spaGal skflls.
Unlike similar experiments, Subrahmanyam and GreenGeld (1994) found that
there were indeed gender differences in the tests. They found that boys made less errors
when judging speed and distances and that these differences were, indeed, present at 10
years of age. It was not, however, as though afl the boys performed beGer than all the
girls on the tests. There were overlaps, with the best boys scoring a GGle beGer than the
best girl, but the worst girl scoring far below the worst boy (Subrahmanyam & GreenGeld
1994). Regardless of gender, the tests showed that all the children improved their mean
score afler pracGce playing Afhrh/e

Boys went Gom a mean performance score

o f 1.40 to 3.53; gGls improved Gom 1.28 to 2.23. It also illustrated that iiuGal
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measurements o f spatial ability ended up predicting ultimate video game expertise. In
other words, children who were adept at the spatial tests, were also good at Afhrb/e
Mzff/iegs after practicing.
Initial video game interest may have played a part in the results. Subrahmanyam
and GreenGeld attempted to conduct the experiment in a co-educaGonal sports camp.
They were taken with how difGcult it was to recruit girls to take part in their acGvity.
They selected a non-aggressive puzzle game with the intent that it would attract more
females to aid their study. They found that, not only were there more boys involved, but
boys were “much more enthusiastic about the training sessions in which they played the
video game" (Subrahmanyam & GreenGeld, 1994, p. 109). Since boys were more
interested, they may have been more eager to succeed in the games and tests.
The Marb/e Madn&yf experiment showed that video games could be used to
determine and improve spatial ability. Boys and girls showed differences in ability after
equal pracGce at relaGvely young ages. Subrahmanyam & GreenGeld explained that this
may have been due to several circumstances, including enthusiasm, previous practice,
and biology.
Games Created by Bovs and Girls
In 1996, Yasmin Kafai conducted a study at a pubhc elementary school in Boston
involving a series of exercises where children designed their own educaüonal video
games. The purpose of the study was to "examine the context dependency of gender
diSerences in students' game designs" (Kafai, 1996, p. 93). All of the participating
students shared similar educaüonal and technical backgrounds, and were of diverse
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ethnicities. Kafai analyzed 32 Gnal games created by the youngsters. She looked at
several aspects o f the games, including characters, genre, plot, and development.
The results of Kafai's experiment showed that boys' and girls' designs were
varying. Kids could create whatever genre of game they wanted and the results showed
that boys were single-minded. Eighty-eight percent o f the boys chose "adventure," while
girls' games were spht evaily among "adventure," "sport/skill," and "teaching." Also,
three-fourths of the boys chose their game to take place in a "fantasy world," while most
(75%) of the girls wanted their game to take place in reality. The cast o f the games
showed that girls wanted between zero and two characters (88%) and boys wanted two or
more (75%). The biggest difference between the genders in game creation was the
addition of game violence. One-hundred percent of the boys' games had violent
feedback when given a wrong answer, while violence only existed in 13 percent of the
girls' games (Kafai, 1996, p. 108).
Kafai said that many o f these difkrences may have been due to the influence of
already existing commercial games. Several of the boys admitted that their games were
based on games that they have played at home or in arcades (Kafai, 1996) and a large
portion of those games had these common features of adventure, violence, and group
competition. Conversely, Kafai said that many girls claimed they created their games
based on their immagioation, to compensate for the lack of their lack of interest in the
existing games (Kafai 1996).
Overall, Kafai's study was signihcant because it showed gender differences in
video game preference in a new way. Instead o f basing preference on previously existing
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commercial games, it showed that girls do not like the games available to them because
those games do not have speciGc aspects found desirable by girls.
Feminist Theory and Video Games
Feminist Theory is a way of thinking that reinterprets the "various theoretical
discourses, so that women's activities and social relations could become analytically
visible" (Harding, 1986, p. 15). If women's nature and activities are as exposed as
males', then there wiU be more clarity brought to the non-traditional approaches of
female socialization and development. Carol GiUigan (1982) said that "gender relations"
is the study of what happens when "the factors o f social status and power combine with
reproductive biology to sh^)e the experience of males and females" (Gilligan, 1982, p.
2). Feminist communication concepts are intertwined with existing studies of gender and
interactive technologies.
Play differences among the Renders. There is no debate that girls and boys play
differently 6om each other. As young as age two, researchers have seen differences in
toy selection and play scenarios. Fatten in 1933 (as cited in Goldstein, 1992) recognized
that the themes ofboy-play included adventure themes, fantasy characters, superheroes,
and spacemen. Girls, on the other hand, chose a preference for family roles, playing
'house," or "dress up". This variation continues to play-out throughout development.
Parten believes that this is because play is intended to prepare kids for their adult roles (as
cited in Goldstein, 1992). And as such, this correlates with what is seen in video game
play and video game selection still today.
The differences extend to Aow children play as well. Carol Gihigan (1982) labels
play as a m^or factor in socialization. It has been shown that boys play differently than
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girls at several levels of development. An applicable study by Janet Lever in 1976 (as
cited in Gilligan, 1982), concerning the games that hfth-graders play on the playground
at school, demonstrates this. Among her observations were that boys played outside
more oAen than girls, in large groups more oAen, and for the purpose of this study, most
importantly, they played more competitive games with more rules than girls. In fact,
Lever said that the boys seemed to be almost as concerned with debating the rules as
much as they were playing the game itself. Throu^ this, the boys were more ^ t to
demonstrate and celebrate a more "narrow vision of success" (GiUigan, 1982), showing
that wznmmg the game, and getting an immediate satisfaction was important; this is the
same immediate satisfaction that video games provide.
We see similar patterns in kids’ use of video games. Patricia Greenfield (1984)
m aintains that video games that have aggressive, fantasy elements and violence that turns

away girls and could turn girls away from computers in general. In one study, boys and
girls played a particular game and preferred it equally (Malone, 1981). After an
aggressive, fantasy theme was added, the girls were found to hke the game less, and the
boys were found to like it more.
Genderlect theory and video games. Deborah Tannen’s “Genderlect Theory” is
the idea that the communication styles of men and women are so different that they are
actually cross-cultural, as if they are speaking different dialects of a language. Some
specific tenets have been researched and apphed to the theory, concerning
com m unication among the sexes. They describe problems with the communication

between men and women (Ricci, 2001). A few of the tenets are:
# There is a confhct between femininity and power.
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# Women seek human connection, men seek status and independence.
# Women adapt to men's norms, not the other way around.
Melissa Ricci (2001) uses Genderlect Theory to explain some of what she
perceives as problems in the video game industry. Tannen's notion is that the languages
o f men and women are so diSerent that they work at keeping each of the sexes in
predetermined roles. Ricci says that based on Tannen's ideas, 'The characteristics of a
good woman and a hgure o f authority are dissimilar" (Ricci, 2001, p. 6). For instance,
she says that female protagonist video game characters are not effective role models.
Based on Genderlect, Ricci's thought is that, "if a female character were to appear in a
dominant role, she would appear less valuable as a women" (Ricci, 2001, p. 6).
According to this reasoning, female characters are less desirable, which is part of a bigger
problem that effects the industry as a whole (Ricci, 2001).
One example Ricci uses is the advertisement for a game called Portal Ranner
(2001). According to the game's creator, it was designed with the female consumer in
mind, but Genderlect Theory suggests that the marketing scheme says something
different. The ad displays the main female character with a weapon next to her pet hon,
with a caption that reads, "The Mother o f All Cat Fights." At Erst glance, it seems like a
positive, aggressive way to hype a game with an empowering female as the lead.
However the language in the ad refers to "cat Eghts." Using that term, perhaps
unintentionally, places women (not men, commonly they don't have "cat Eghts") in a
stereotypical category that they are cats, inferior to men. Genderlect says that gender
distinctions are built into language and Ricci says that it hurts the gender-Eiendliness of
the video game industry.
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Another problem that Ricci illustrates through Genderlect, is the continuing state
of the industry. She says that the reason more female-positive changes are not made is
because o f the way female consumers communicate their opinions. According to
Genderlect, women talk more often in private conversations and men in public forums.
Ricci notes that women tend to complain about the state o f the industry on message
boards and chat rooms, as opposed to directly with female-oriented software companies.
As o f2001, she claims there was only one company that solely designed games for
women,

TMterocfive.

While Genderlect Theory may show a general stereotyping o f the way men and
women communicate, it helps to illustrate some o f the differences and unbalance in the
video game industry.
A Gender-Unfriendly Video Game Market
Gender role portrayals in video games. In 1998, a study of 33 popular Nintendo
and .Sega Gen&yiy video games attempted to show that the games impact the identity of
children. The basis for the study was symbolic interactionism: the notion that individuals
make sense of the world through universally shared meanings and symbols. Tracy Dietz,
the author of the study, showed that while video games may or may not be agents of
socialization for today's youth, the games themselves are poor representations of
feminine values and violence.
Dietz collected a non-random selection, based on the top selling games far each of
the two most popular game systems at the time. A content analysis looked mainly at two
things, female characters and the game's level and type o f violence. Female characters
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were examined according to their role in the game, their appearance, and their complete
absence all together.
Dietz fbimd only 15% of the games portrayed females as heroes or action
characters. In many of those instances, the female hero is dressed in "stereotypical
female colors and/or clothing" (Dietz, 1998, p. 6). For example, the princess in
Mono 2 was an action character, but wore a long, pink dress and a tiara. She also notes
that the female characters in Mbrta/

27 "are wearing thigh boots, gloves, and

revealing leotards while their faces are hidden by 'harem masks'" (Dietz, 1998, p. 6).
According to Dietz, the most common representation of women in the games were as the
"damsel in distress," 21% of the time. In the game Zeengge Afwra/:/ M/ya Twrf/eg the
female character, April, was standing in a room screaming, waiting 5)r the ninja turtles to
save her. However, it is also important to note, the study showed that most of the games
(30%) had no women in them at all.
Dietz' work shows that in the mid-to-late 1990s, video games portrayed women
stereotypically, if at all. Also, she argues that these depictions of females showed, “that
the contributions of women are somehow subordinate to, or less important than, those of
men" (Dietz, 1998, p. 8).
Race, gender, and violence in video games. A private organization called,
CAfWrg» /Vow conducted a comprehensive study in 2001 examining violence, gender, and
race in PC and home video game systems. They examined gender in available games
Grst by looking at how women are portrayed in current games and second, by rating those
games on a "Girl-Friendly" scale.
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CAzMrgM

looked at 70 games on seven diflerent systems, including the PC.

They analyzed 1716 characters hom those games, 1106 (64%) of them human. They
reported that on average only four females appeared in a given game, compared with 17
males. Of the 874 characters in the games that were player-controlled, only 107 (12%)
were female. Only 51 percent of the games even had one female that a player could
control, while 86 percent had a male (CAiWren iVdw, 2001).
Of the 283 female characters in games, half of them were props or bystanders,
meaning they engaged in no action. Seven out of ten male player controlled characters
were competitors, while only 37 percent of the female characters engaged in any form of
competition. CAiMrg» Abw also noted in their study the process o f gender stereotyping.
Females were more likely to scream (18% vs. 5%), to share and help (32% vs. 15%), and
to be nurturing (8% vs. 2%).
Characters were also “hyper sexualized.” Eleven percent had a voluptuous figure
(large breasts and a very small waist) and another seven percent had a disproportionate
body. According to Children Now, almost 20 percent of female characters in the 70
games they examined modeled unrealistic body types. Also, females were more likely
than males to wear revealing clothing (20% vs. 8%). They said that although female
characters were appearing more and more in games, they were portrayed much
differently than males. For example, in the game

they found that all male

snowboarders wear the same baggy clothes, but Elise, the female snowboarder, wore a
tight snowsuit, showing off her huge chest (CAzZffren ZVbw, 2001).
Also in their study, CAzMrem ZVbw used a “Girl-Friendly” scale to rate video
games. Their methodology read as follows: “based on research on girls and video games.
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CAzWre/z Abw devised a 13-point 'girl 6iendly' scale to measure the extent to which the
video games in this study contained features that appeal to girls" (CAzWreM Abw, 18).
Each game was rated for its inclusion of: a creative component, puzzle elements,
cooperative play, available, solicited help, female-controlled characters, realistic setting,
positive, unsolicited feedback, slow or variable pace, predictable rules, clear explanation
o f rules, and the absence of violence, killing and evil characters (CAz/dren Now, 2001).
The study showed that only six games received a score o f 9 or better (out of 13),
Eve of them were on the PC and only one game, 702 Do/mzafzaMs .^ctzvzTy Cezzier on the
PC, received a perfect score. The average score was 5.85 and 43 of the 70 games had
less than half of the prospected elements that CAz/dz-g» Now rated as girl-Eiendly
(CAz/drezz Now, 2001).
Games Designed for Girls: Purple Moon—A Case Study
Pzzzp/e Afbozz is the brainchild of Interval Research Corporation (IRC). IRC was
founded in 1996 by Microsoft co-founder Paul Allen and another industry veteran, David
Liddle, as a “Silicon Valley think tank” (Walton, 1997). In an effort to develop more
appropriate games for young girls, researchers discovered that it is not just violence that
dissuaded girls ftom currently available games, but also the lack o f interesting game
characters and plot lines (Cassell & Jenkins, 1998). The girls they surveyed wanted to
play games that have an enjoyable storyline.
Brenda Laurel said that she began Pzzzp/g Afbozz because she “had an axe to
grind" (Walton, 1997). She signed on with Interval Research in 1992 to research gender
and technology issues. Laurel thought that boys tended “to have an advantage with
computers because they achieve a certain comfort level with the technology by virtue of
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being motivated by video games to put their hands on it" (Cassell & Jenkins,1998, p.
120). Laurel said that the issue was not that girls never played interactive games, but
rather that they '*never become maniacal about it the way that boys do" (Cassell &
Jenkins, 1998, p. 122). The question Interval asked when starting their marketing
research was: "What would it take to design something on a computer that would be as
engaging and enjoyable to a girl as a video game is to a boy and would therefore motivate
her to get her hands on the computer" (Cassell & Jenkins, 1998, p. 120).
The researchers interviewed over 1000 children, concentrating on seven to twelve
year-old girls. In addition, they talked to coaches, scout leaders, camp counselors and
experts in children and play. They learned that “boys and girls believe that video game
machines are 'boy things' and that computers are gender-neutral" (Cassell and Jenkins,
1998, p. 121), giving them the conGdence that their products would not be ignored.
Instead of concentrating on designing games for girls as “entertainment,” they looked at
designing games for girls 6)r "play." IRC researchers found competition to be a
cornerstone to most “play” and in most video games. But they found the way boys
compete to be diSerent Gom girls. Boys were more straightforward and explicit, while
girls are more subtle and complex in the way that they construct themselves socially
(Walton, 1997).
Laurel also noted that, according to her research, violence was not a deciding
factor for girls in selecting video games. She claimed that the top reason most girls said
they did not like existing games was because they were boring. Laurel said, "I was
expecting to hear that they don't like them because they were violent. But violence turns
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out to not be as big an issue as we adults would like to believe it is. For girls it's more
that the characters are minimal" (Amer, 1998 p. 25).
f M/p/e Moon tried to create a game that mimicked the way girls played with other
toys; they pioneered games based on hresh ideas. Instead of setting a game in a fantasy
world or a military battlefield, the games were set in real-life situations. For instance, the
KocAetr game series was entirely based on building relationships. In "Rockett's New
School," the player assumes the role of a brand-new kid in eighth grade. The goal is to
navigate your way to the end of the day, meeting new people and making Mends. Laurel
claims that this helps girls in terms of "social navigation," forcing them make decisions
in the game that help them End out who they are as a person (CasseU and Jenkins, p.
124). Also, through testing the games at f w/pZe Afbon, they realized that the girls had
strong competitive impulses that the games brought out. Players wanted to dial up the
level o f difBculty and denied help throughout the game. Laurel concluded:
one Ange tAing tAot tAe game inffnyAy Aos misse^f is iAe rremenffoits
atiracAon ybr giris o/"con^/er cAoraciers

narratives ancl maieriais /o r

narrative coTistmction. /m ean, it Is not oniy tAat tAe cAaracters^ are iome in most
Aqy s games, it s tAat tAey re so fame you can t even maAe wp an interesting sto/y
aAowt tAem (Cassell and Jenkins, p. 121).

Laurel and her colleagues found that the age group that they were targeting for the
games (eight to twelve year-olds) needed to be addressed. Part of the reason that the
RocAett games were based around realistic situations was because the intended players
were going through a time of self-construction themselves. She said at that time they are
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realizing, "Who am I? What's going on with me? -and acting out some of that stuff in a
much more relevant and close-to-home way" (Cassell & Jenkins, p. 124).
In 1996, fw/p/g Moon began an aggressive advertising and pubhc relations
campaign for their new software. Because of the unusual amount o f research and
preparation that went into the marketing and development of the games, they received
plenty of media attention during the release o f their software. While the company did
cross-license the games with products like Bo/me Be/f

make-up, they stayed

relatively pedestrian, compared with hanchise advertising today. The biggest promotion
came with their website, www.purple-moon.com (Shade, 2001).
At first, kids had the ability through the website to write individual postcards to
characters in the game and receive responses in the character's voices finom the game.
Folks in their studio started answering the postcards, hut it became so popular that they
had to switch to a bulletin-board style communication system. At the time, Purplewas one of the three largest kid's sites on the web. As of March 1^, 1997,
they had 290,000 registered users, averaging 12 million page views per month. The
average user logged on more than twice per day for more than 35 minutes. The site
offered users

cohectihle software objects that girls could download. Over the

three years of the website's hfespan, 4 million rreaywa; were downloaded. The website
was popular and won awards for creativity, but never garnered quite enough attention in
the form of e-business to satisfy fw/pfe Moon's investors (Laurel, 1999).
When jPw/pfg Mbon declared bankruptcy in 1999, the website was shut down.
But nine days later, CEO Nancy Deyo reworked funds to temporarily reopen the site;
they found 274 new users had registered. Girls who had already "bookmarked" access
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into the website were running the website behind the farewell screen, most had no idea
the company was bankrupt. In fact, once the site re-opened, they retained their norm of
about 400 users per day (Laurel, 1999).
The goal that Brenda Laurel and fw/p/e Afbo/z had wanted to achieve with the
website was a cult-like following for

and the other characters, but this never

really happened. They studied the fan culture of the television show

Tret; they

noticed that one o f the reasons for Star Trek's success was the ability of fans to be able to
"fool around with characters and their universe and create your own stuff with them"
(Laurel, 1999). fw p /e Moo» even released a game called jZoc&eA's vfffveMtwre MoAer,
where players were able to create new characters and stories and put them into their
^ocAeA world. fw/pZe Moo» also oGered story-writing contests and questionnaires in an
eGbrt to help fans create a fan culture of their own; independent fan sites even sprung up
at the time.
According to Laurel, the games had a small, but devoted following from the start.
The company only lasted for two years, but fans o f the series were upset at its demise.
She said that when they posted that they would no longer make the Rockett games, they
were Gooded with e-mails to their website from young girls and their parents. Laurel
said, "I found myself explaining bankruptcy to 10-year-olds, trying to help girls get their
hands on merchandise they needed to complete their collections, and struggling to
comfort heartbroken girls who lost their online friends when the site closed down"
(Laurel, 1999, p. 2).
In 1998, the girls' software market was an $85 million industry. fw/pZeMbo»
announced its bankruptcy in February of 1999 after a $5 million year in 1998; the
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company was bought out by AfuAeZ the following month.
industry, with $63 million in sales coming 6om

was the giant in the

PC-related products in 1998 (63%

of industry revenues) (Macavinta, 1999). Marketing analyst John Taylor said that Pw/y/g
AJbon was valuable because, "it's built on a 6anchise on the Net that a lot of girls
recognize" (Macavinta, 1999, p. 1). Though the ideals of the Pw/p/g Afbom games are
built around the idea of growing-up and played with characters that girls can relate to,
Nancy Deo said she was not worried about iqisetting fans with an association with
Barbie. She maintained, "Our goal is for the broadest product to be available to girls
across all ages" (Macavinta, 1999, p. 2).
While Brenda Laurel and the others at Pw/y/g Afbon each had opinions why the
company failed, game buyers and critics had their own. Some say the games were sexist
and stereotypical in their portrayals o f girls and their interests, race and status. Many
blame the fall on the "bigger-fish theory," saying that the games were pushed out by
larger brand names with the ability to cross-promote in ways that a small, independent
could not. And some claimed that the games did not succeed because they just were not
entertaining enough.
Laurel blames part of the failure of the games on the lack of exposure beyond
interactive media. She said that, "fan behavior kicks in only when characters are
sufSciently familiar and deemed to be personally relevant" (Laurel, 1999, p. 3); the
games had no corresponding TV show, clothing, or toy line. They appeared in a series of
scholastic books after being acquired by MatfgZ, perhaps an example of "too httle, too
late."
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Justine Cassell has studied video games and gender at MIT's media laboratory
since the 1980s. She said that for Mattel, "the computer is just another way to play with
your Durhfg doll" (Lynch, 1999, p. 2). But she adds that there are many different types of
games for different types o f girls, fw/p/e Moon idea was to push the limits of what the
technology could do by reaching a group that the medium had not really seen, by using a
different kind of approach. Cassell says they could not just make one kind of boys'
game, because there are many kinds o f boys. She said the same is true with girls, "Some
o f them are going to want to problem solve, some of them are going to want to create
clothes for their Barbie dolls, some o f them are going to want to build social
relationships" (Lynch, 1999, p. 2). Others think that the games were defeated because of
business miscues. //er/hieraciive.co/n was aMoiie/ competitor in the late 1990s. CEO
Jan Claesson said, "When you're a small company with a limited number of titles, you
have to depend upon having great hits” (Lynch, 1999, p. 2). At the time, the market was
consolidating and prices were falling, so a start-up company like fwpZe Afbom was
destined to fail.
Another major criticism o f the BocAett game series was that the games never
accomphshed what they set out to do in the Srst place. Instead of games made for girls
that feature computerized Barb/ga or just slower, dumbed-down versions o f boys' games,
they wanted games built for the thinking girl, set in a real world that they could relate to.
Some criticized that the games back-tracked the feminist timeline that Bw/pfe Moon was
trying to advance. One critic remarked, "In the case of the BocAett series, Bn/pIe Moon
does not only perpetuate the stereotype that girls are only interested in boys, clothes, and
being popular, but also perpetuates other stereotypes such as the snobby, popular blonde
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girl and the smart Asian with glasses"

AYdon, 1998, p. 1). At one point in the

game ifocÆetr complained, "It's only the Erst day and already Fm blowing it 6shionwise" (Purple Moon^ 1999, p.l). It was aspects like these that girl-game fans disagreed
with.
Gn/M&ÿ'XgzrZ;.coT» is an online source for information about the interactive
entertainment industry for girls. They argued that the characters and situations in the
fw/p/g Mdo/% games were realistic and somewhat interesting (more poignant that the
basis for most other games in the genre), but were Eawed in their construction. Also,
throughout the games,

had to make decisions but there was no consequence for

negative behavior. The reviewer Genevieve says, "I would like someone to End JRocWr
snooping into their locker and ask her what the hell she is doing there; she lies, and
everyone is lovey-dovey and forgives her" (Genevieve, 1997 p. 2).
Another complaint was that the games were not fun enough; the same reviewer
commented that the games are not designed well. The basic engine o f the games was a
series of sEU cartoon-like images with voice-over character dialogue and narradon. From
time-to-time in the game, the player was asked to make decisions that affect the main
character's path in the game. The criEcism was that there is not enough interacEvity, and
no animaEon. Genevieve says, since the outcomes were so boring, you could almost
make decisions with your eyes shut. She goes on to say that in some places the narraEon
continues without acEon for nine minutes (Genevieve, 1997).
With new marketing demographics emerging, the abihty for soEware designers to
reach new groups makes the medium an emerging telecommunicaEons technology. The
importance of reaching these new groups was outlined by the mission statement of
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f M/pZe AfboM. Brenda LanreTs idea was that, 'true computer literacy means that we start
to own this technology as individuals and as a gender when we see it as an empowering
device that makes representations" (Cassell & Jenkins, p. 133).
The Success of
In 2000, a PC game hit the market that was, for the most part, an absolute success.
Winning numerous awards, including several game-of-the-year awards,

5';/?» leaped

gender boundaries and became the highest selling game of all time. Its success was, in
part, due to its popularity among males

females. Critics viewed the game as a

landmark simulation, claiming that the game redehnes "your comfortable ideas about
what constitutes interactive entertainment" (Whitta 2000, p. 1). The amount of "God
like" power and simulative control a player has in

gave the game a broader

audience.
The Sims is a strategy-style game where the player designs, then takes control of
an entire household. Just like other games by the same designer, Maxis, the game is
"truly massive" (Whitta 2000 p. 2). As with games hke

Czfy or

allows you to control the highs and lows of everyday life. A player gets to talk to
neighbors and form relationships, but they also have to take out the garbage. You can go
to work and start a career, but you also can get Gred for being late.
The power of "getting to live somebody else's life vicariously" is just one aspect
of the game that has attracted a female audience (Whitta, 2000 p. 2). Another is the "buy
mode" of the game, in which a player must buy a house, clothes, furniture, even
wallpaper and carpet

has 253 design elements that a player can incorporate in

their sim-life. The game's creator. Will Wright, claims this is the game's key
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characteristic. He said, 'Tlayers weren't so interested in learning about ideal door and
window placement. What they really latched onto was the buying mode" (Canigha, 2000
p. 1). The consumerism of the game has even spawned independent websites, so players
can acquire new and interesting objects for their home. Wright says the game perpetuates
a "Sim who dies with the most toys wins" type of attitude.
Another facet that has given the game success is its ability to be open-ended.
Wright said, "We try to grow a com m unity around our games form the beginning; when
you give people ways to be creative, they tend to empathize much more" (Caniglia, 2000,
p. 2). This nature of the game has allowed players to create a new persona; although, it's
important to note that the objects or any other aspect o f the game alone, don't necessarily
equal a high “happiness score” during play. Game success is a measure of how
competently one can manage their lives.
The Sims is an example of several game characteristics that have proven, with its

success, to be important across gender. First, the game is built around creation. While a
general characteristic, the Sim series of games has been high-selling, because it gives
players the opportunity to create something independently. Whether it means buying
objects or creating a character’s personality, this aspect is important. Also, males and
females are intertwined throughout the game. Depending on what the player hlls the
neighborhood with, there is an equal amount of each gender, each having equal abilities.
Third,

Ams takes place in a realistic environment. The setting is not another planet,

a battleheld, or a professional sports stadium. The backdrop is a common neighborhood
that many can relate to.
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Female Industry Perspective
Many game designers have had their idea of what females are looking for in video
games. For the purpose of this study, comments &om a handful of industry experts have
been examined in an effort to learn some o f the aspects that they believe to be criteria for
a girl-Aiendly game. In some instances there are differing opinions. Some of them claim
grzgrhics and sound are important; others say plot and characters are the vital
characteristics; their comments have been considered to create ideas for the parameters of
analysis in this study.
Aggression, violence, and girl-games. There are mixed opinions on the issue of
females’ desire for games with violence and aggression. There is some mixed opinion on
the issue. Mary DeMarle is a game designer for Presto Studios in California. She was
involved in the creation of the PC games Myst III and Exile. DeMarle thinks men and
women actually like the same kinds of games. “But only if these games focused more on
cooperation and less on the competitive, T’m better than you’ approach,” said DeMarle
(Women in the game, 2002). Also, she suggests decreasing the amount o f gore and
violence in the games, making them less o f a focus in the game. DeMarle says, in
general, she thinks girls like many popular games, but not the way that they are currently
packaged.
Lee McEnany is vice president o f corporate and consumer communications for
in North America. The company’s game, fi/Twa FigAter, has been one of the most
popular one-on-one Gghting games ever created. McEnany credits this, in part, to the
fact that, "you don’t lose a limb, and you don’t lose your life, and no blood comes out—
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and green stuff doesn't spurt ûom your stomach," like it does in other Eghting games
(Cassell & Jenkins, 1999, p. 204). The game still involves Gghting: kicking, punching,
and beating, but it is toned down with less gore. She states that, in general, "girls are
turned off by that stuff' (Cassell & Jenkins, 1999, p. 204).
Heather Kelly is the director of online development at

Co/Meg in Austin,

Texas. The company involves real girls and parents in the design process. The games
made by her company are based around noncompetitive, non-aggressive themes. They
include plots like solving a mystery or answering questions to navigate through a journey.
According to her experience, girls are more interested in cooperation rather than
competition and social interaction instead o f violence to solve problems.
Female characters. At the 2001 Game Developers Conference in San Jose,
Cahfbmia, a banner advertisement for a new game read: "Games! Gore! Girls! We've got
what you want!" (Copp, 2002, p. 1). According to video game industry veteran and
software consultant Ellen Beeman, this is the attitude that negatively affects the female
video game market. Beeman refers to the popular game Tb/wb

in which the main

character, Lara Croft, is designed from a male point of view. She has an hourglass figure
accented with huge breasts, a tiny waist and wears a tight shirt and extra-short shorts.
"The camera point on Lara is finm her breasts up, when the camera swoops around her, it
comes right to breast level," said Beeman. "More polygons go into (making) Lara
Croft's breasts than any other part of her body" (Copp, 2002, p. 2). Beeman's point is
that, in a way, the notion o f scantily-clad women in a game defeat the point of what
female game-makers are trying to accomplish—making games that attract female gamers.
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However, there is a constant struggle to put female characters in games at all.
Lulu Lamer is one of the designers of

7/7, 6om the company Ton Aorm. She notes

how important it is to simply have female combatants in games in the first place. She
adds, that while making the game, 'they wanted to get rid o f the female combatants
because they'd have to create new animations for them." Lamer said, "females can
double the workload, so they are always first on the chopping block" (Copp, 2002, p. 2).
Lee McEnany uses the popular

video game character

/Ae

as

an example o f what girls want in video game characters. She said the key is depth; they
want a character that has a background and personality. "Sonic has a whole attitude, and
he gets upset and he wants you to move, and he blows up.. .kids want characters to do,
do, do!" (Cassell and Jenkins, p. 202). She thinks that girls and boys respond well to a
character that has a lot of personality and that can be the reason a game is or is not
successful.
Females play together. Another important aspect to makers of girl’s games is the
two-player feature. Nancie Martin is the girls’ software development director for Mattel,
one of the people responsible far the successftil

FofAzon Designer and BnrAze

Ao/y/naAer software titles. Martin says that according to her company's research, it has
been determined that girls like to play together. They observe what is referred to in the
toy industry as the "play pattern." "Girls are willing to share a mouse," said Martin.
They will take 'Fashion Designer' and they will say, 'OK, you try. You put the color on
now,' or 'You do this,' or 'Do you want the flowers or the hearts?' They'll pass it back
and forth" (Cassell and Jenkins, 1998, p. 141). This is a habit they speciGcally noticed in
girls that they did not see as much in boys. Part of this characteristic is that, according to
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Martin, girls are more influenced by what other girls think. During product testing they
even bring in girls in pairs to play the games.
Heather Kelly noticed that girls play with her company's products alone and in
groups, but that it is important to have a two-player or group feature in a girls' game. In
their focus groups, they saw that girls were democratic when they made choices and gave
answers to in-game questions. Mary DeMarle said that, in general, girls multi-task more
than boys do and would like to have someone to share the fun with them. Boys, on the
other hand, are more suited to playing the game by themselves.
Creative and nuzzle elements. As the success of

jiÿinw indicates, the presence

of a significant creative aspect is an underestimated feature of female-oriented video
games. Nancie Martin (Cassell and Jenkins, 1998) says creating something, whether
digital or with more traditional toys, is a big play pattern for girls. Martin says there must
be a sense o f accomphshment, a sense that the girls have made something. She said that
one of the reasons the jBurhie series of games has been successful is that they involve a
player creating something, then bringing it to life, digitally. The Sims has a similar
theme.
Kelly (Cassell and Jenkins, 1998) said that games for girls should be more
personahzed and not so "self-contained." With most games there is a component where a
character moves through an environment, collecting points, money, weapons, or
something. Along they way, they defeat enemies and eventually win or lose. Kelly's
notion is that games that appeal more to girls have a creative element, where the player
can (perhaps in addition to winning the game) create something that they design on their
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own. While most console video game systems do not ofler games with this feature; many
PC games do.
The world's leading video game publisher, E/ectronzc

(EAi.), has been

successful by not creating games that are particularly designed for girls or boys, rather
they create games that have elements appealing to both sexes. The game

f otter

onJ tAe j^orcererly 6^tone was widely successful in part because of the brand, but also
because o f its diversity. Chris Gray is the executive producer in their Universal Kingdom
software studio. He says the game has competitive elements like wizard dueling and
Qwz&ffcA matches, but also has exploring and puzzle elements that they have found are
more popular with girls (Cassell and Jenkins, 1998).
Research shows that, in addition to being a link to technological literacy, video
games have cognitive beneGts. However males and females play differently, which
extends to video game selection. The genders want different forms of video games but
research shows that the market is not living up to females' specihcations. While,
according to some, video games may be overwhelmed with masculine images and
violence, there are many with elements that are shown to be preferred by females.
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CHAPTER m
Methodology
Study Desien Overview
This study was designed to discover a link between the amount of positive female
images, characters, and themes in video games and disinterest in the games themselves
by the female gender. The study is a content analysis of 63

P/nyAaAon games. The

research and opinions o f game designers, executives, and academics, outlined in Chapter
n formed a basis by which the author analyzed the games. The in&rmation was used in
an ef&rt to find a relationship between the available games and the historically small
female portion of video game consumers.
The content analysis was conducted over a 10-week period. After consulting with
the management of a Grand Rapids, Michigan Pye On Mfdeo movie and video game
rental store, the author made a list of all 192 of the store’s Sony PlayStation games that
were available for renting. By listing them in alphabetical order and selecting every third
game (going through the list more than once) until 63 games were chosen, a reasonable
population was available. In some cases games were inoperable or out-of^stock, so the
next game on the list was chosen as a replacement.
Game Characteristic Coding
Qualitative and quantitative data were compiled in this study. First, the
qualitative data will be discussed. There are eight different categories that, based on
research outlined in Chapter n, are important characteristics that females prefer in video
games. The games in this study were examined to see if they contained these elements.
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The Erst criterion examined was the presence of puzzle elements. Some games
are puzzles all unto themselves, like a playing card game, for instance. Others have
sections of the game with puzzle elements, like a character that has to Egure out how to
line up cogs in a lock correctly to open a door. The second characteristic is the presence
o f a realistic game setting. A game that takes place on a racetrack, a soccer Eeld, or even
a haunted house would meet this criteria. However, a game that takes place in outer
space or in another time period would not.
Games that can be played at a slow or moderate pace are the third characterisEc.
Nearly all video games have a "pause" feature. However, this characterisEc refers to the
overall speed of the game; games that one can play without needing to pause to catch up,
versus ones that move so fast, that they cannot. The forth criterion is that the game has
no or very hEle violence. A racing game may involve smashing into each other or
crashing, which is acceptable because personal injury is not seen. Fighting, tackling, or
shooting is not. The presence of fully-clothed female characters is the EfEi cnterion.
Characters that for no apparent reason wear sexually provocative or unreasonably tight
clothes do not satisfy this criterion.
The two- (human) player game opEon is another characterisEc. This includes
games in which players can compete or cooperate either at the same Eme or by taking
turns in the same game. The seventh criterion is that the game has a story based around
characters. The game must have a story, told in an instrucEon book or during the game
that gives the player an idea o f the struggle going on among the characters in the game.
Last is the absence of death in the game. Any game in which players have mulEple
"lives" does not meet this characterisEc. A character may get knocked out and lose the
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round of Gghting (as in a boxing or Eghting game), but if a character must die and use an
additional life to return to play, then it does not meet this criterion.
Game Character Ouantifvine
Quantitative data is the second part of the game analysis. First, it is important to
code all positive male characters (PMC) as representing roles such as an athlete, referee,
hero, sidekick, a character who fights only to defend himself^ and any incidental character
that does not portray a character that would be threatening in any other medium (i.e.:
movie, TV, book, etc.). A negative male character (NMC) represents roles like villain,
henchman, thief^ or any incidental that portrays a character that would be threatening in
another medium.
Female characters (PFC and NFC) were also be coded exactly the same as male
characters, but with one exception. Since past research has shown that character attire is
specifically important in defining how female characters are perceived (Dietz, 1998;
Ricci, 2001; CAzZdren Now, 2001; Copp, 2002), a character with clothing that is skimpy,
revealing, or objectifying that character will be coded as negative, even though their role
in the game could be perceived as positive.
Six different types of characters were counted, positive male and female
characters, negative male and female characters (as designated by the coding guidelines
listed above), and male and female player-controlled characters (MPCC and FFCC).
PCCs are characters that a player can manually control during game play. Some games
have only one PCC, while others have many. If a game allows the player to choose one
of many characters to control at the start o f the game, all the characters were included in
the PCC number for that game. Sports games allow a player to choose one team to play
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the game with. In those instances, all the players who can play on the held at one time
are all that is included in the final PCC number for that game. If all of the characters in a
football game were included, for example, there would be hundreds o f characters in one
game and coding the games in that manner would lead to skewed data.
Graphics and Sound
Graphics and sound will be noted according to general coding. The graphical
elements of the game will be given a designation of dark, cartoon-hke, realistic, edgy,
bright, or by looking hke Japanese-type animation. The music will be coded heavy
metal, instrumental, country, bouncy (hght and fun-sounding), march, rock n' roll, Asian,
horror, techno, r^/pop, dramatic, or disco.
Data Collection Procedures
After activation o f the system, the researcher played each game for approximately
45 minutes. For some games all aspects were not seen, but a representative cross-section
o f the game was achieved in the time allowed. Some games, hke sports games, were
analyzed differently. It made no difference how long many of the sports games were
played because there were never any new characters or environments. For that reason
these games were played for a shghtly less amount o f time. For all non-sports games, the
procedure was identical for each game that was analyzed.
Target Population. Sample Selection, and Unit of Analysis
Due to the impossible nature o f studying all games of every console or home
computer, the author narrowed the study to only a few games o f one game console. The
population is all games released in the past hve years for the

f layAatzon. The

game console has sold over 85 milhon units since it was introduced in 1995
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(Elkin, 2001). Due to its popularity, the video game system was chosen to be a
representative population for all game consoles and home computer systems.
This sample is seen as a valid representation of the video game population.
Among the games in this group are games in the sports, shooter, adventure, puzzle,
Eghting, and racing genres. For the purpose o f this study, the games were categorized
accordingly. Sports games include all conventional sports, but also boxing and
professional wrestling games. Shooter-style games are those in which some form of
shooting, either 6om a vehicle or a person, is the player's primary purpose. Adventure
games cover a variety of games where the player moves through game environments
collecting objects, defeating enemies, and eventually reaching a goal at the end of the
game. Puzzle games include card-playing games, TV game-show games, and any game
in which solving a puzzle is the main purpose. Fighting games usually involve two
characters at a time in some sort of arena fighting until one of them has lost their
"energy." There is little variation in this genre. Finally, racing games include games
with the racing of cars, boats, snowmobiles, personal watercraft, or motorcycles, as well
as any game where the purpose is to ftnish a race be&re others. This also includes any
"extreme sport" game, where the goal is to perform the most amount of "tricks" before
time runs out.
Validity and Reliability
The quantiftcation method was chosen in an effort to remove bias and evaluate
the games as objectively as possible. To increase reliabihty, the author wiH be the only
person coding the games. The key to maintaining a high level of objectivism will be to
code all the games similarly. That is, to score each game the same, regardless o f the
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game's genre, playability, or style. However, there is a possibility of bias because the
author is a male and may unintentionally introduce his own opinions. To prevent this, the
coding has been designed as simply as possible to reduce creative thought during the
process. Also, a timer was located close to the television, to ensure each game was
played equally, for 45 minutes.
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CHAPTER IV
Results
Character Imbalance
In general, this study showed some elements that were predictable, as well as a
few surprises. Overwhelmingly, there were more male characters than female characters
in the video game sample (see Table 1). Of the 63 games that were examined (N=63),
there were a total of 525 male characters and 107 female characters. Each game had an
average of 8.34 males (M=8.34) and 1.7 females (M=1.7) per game. The mode amount
o f player-controlled characters for each gender was zero females and one male. The t
score was 7.946. This means that the difference in the values did not occur by chance,
that is male characters do outnumber female characters about 5 toi. For this calculation,
two outliers were left out, games number-61 and 63. These two games each contained
more than 30 male characters and skewed the results.
Table 1
All Characters

N
Mean
Mode
Std. Deviation
Range
Sum

Positive
Male
Characters
63
5.83
1
4.901
22
367

Negative
Male
Characters
63
:L51
0
4.905
20
158

Negative
Positive
Female
Female
Characters Characters
63
63
L27
.43
0
0
L842
L552
11
11
27
80

As expected, the results were even more imbalanced for player-controlled
characters (PCC). On average, each game had just under Eve (M=4.94) male and under
one (M=.95) female player-controlled characters per game (see Table 2), with a t score of
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6.129. The results also showed over Sve times as many MPCC as FPCC in the video
game sample. Games that did not feature males as the main character were few. Nine of
the games had no MPCC at all, but 35 of the games had no FPCC in them. These
numbers show the absence o f females in video games.
Table 2
Plaver-Controlled Characters
Male
Female
PlayerPlayerControUed Controlled
Characters Characters
63
63
4.94
.95
1
0
311
60

N
Mean
Mode
Sum

The experiment also examined the amount of positive and negative characters of
each gender. There were 80 (M=l .27) positive female characters (PFC) and 367
(M=5.83) positive male characters (PMC) (see Table 3) (t = 6.749). Table 4 shows that
there were also more nggntive male characters (NMC) than negative female characters
(NFC), with mean amounts of 2.51 and .43 respectively (t = 2.755).
Table 3
Positive Characters o f Each Gender

N
Mean
Mode
Std. Deviation
Variance
Range
Sum

Positive
Female
Characters
63
L27
0
1.842
3.394
11
80

Positive
Male
Characters
63
5^3
1
4.901
24.017
22
367
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Table 4
Negative Characters of Each Gender

N
Mean
Mode
Std. Deviation
Variance
Range
Sum

Negative
Male
Characters
63
:L51
0
4.905
24.060
20
158

Negative
Female
Characters
63
.43
0
L552
:L410
11
27

This demonstrates that, in general, there were signiEcantly more male characters
than female characters in the video game sample. And the amount of positive to negative
characters was more favorable for males than for females. The mean number of PMC to
NMC is 5.83 to 2.51 (t = 3.453). The ratio of PFC to NFC is 1.27 to .43 (t = 2.593).
However, there were 158 NMC o f 525 total male characters and 27 NFC o f 107 total
female characters. This means that the percentage of negative male characters was 30%,
but females were only 25%. As a result, this data shows more positive males than
negative males than there are positive females than negative females in the sample.
A correlation was made between positive characters and player-controlled
characters of each gender (Gr^h 1-2). MPCC and PMC show a positive correlation,
meaning that the more MPCC that there are in a game, the more PMC there will be (r =
.735). Females were quite different. FPCC and PFC showed no correlation at all; the
plots on the graph are scattered (r = .450).
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Graph 1
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Game Characteristics
The content analysis examined the games for eight characteristics that have
shown to be aspects o f video games that females prefer (Tables B1-B8). The eight
characteristics each appeared in an average o f 34 games (.539). The characteristic that
appeared most often was "games with fully clothed females," in 82.5 percent of the
games (Table B5). The characteristic that speared the least was "games with puzzle
elements" (.270) (Table B l). There was a relationship between these two characteristics.
Of the 11 games that did not have fully clothed female characters, ten of them

not

have puzzle elements either (.909) (Table B9). However, games that did have fully
clothed female characters did tend to possess that characteristic (16 o f36, .444).
Another relationship of note is between the '^realistic environment" criterion and
the "character-based story” criterion. Forty-six of the games took place in a realistic
environment; among those games, only 14 had a character-based story (Table BIO).
More importantly, if a game did not take place in a realistic environment, there is a good
chance that it had a character-based story. Only two o f the 17 games that did not meet
that criterion did not have a character-based story (.118).
Game Profiles
The study examined games of several different genres. Of the six genres
mentioned in Chapter n, sports, shooter, adventure, puzzle, Eghting, and racing, the
games covered them all. The breakdown was as follows: 20 sports games, 16 adventure
games, 10 racing games, 8 puzzle games, 7 shooter games, and 2 Eghting games.
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Sports games were the most common (32% of the sample) and they also
thoroughly covered the spectrum. The only criterion that the games, as a group, did not
meet was "character-based story." Contrary to perceived behef^ sports games include
many of the qualities that females favor in video games. Most of the sports games in this
study had realistic environments, lack o f violence, absence o f death, fully clothed
characters, and two-player capability. However, only a few of them featured puzzle
elements or had slow-paced playing styles.
Of the three most common genres (73% o f the sample), the one with the most
diversity was the "adventure" games genre. As a group, they covered every criterion,
although only one of the games had "two-player capability." Every game in this genre
had "character-based stories" and all but two o f the games did not meet the "no violence"
category (88% o f adventure games). Besides the violence and inability to play with more
than one person, the games were diverse. Racing, Bghting, and sports games were the
bulk o f the games that met the "two-playef" criterion.
Some of the individual games in the experiment "scored" well and others did not.
The best scoring game, meeting the eight criteria, was Rugrnt;.
However, Ca&ynr'f fa/ace 2000, Fn/nz/y

Fnnzzfy Gome F act ZfzgA Heaf 2002, F/bt

Goy2, and MLR 2000 met all o f the eight except the "character-based story"
category. With the female-Aiendly criteria in mind, these seven games are the ideal.
Four of the games are puzzle games and three are sports. However, the seven compose
only 11% of the total games in the sample. Interestingly, of those seven games, only
three o f them had any female player-controlled characters at all (6 FPCC total).
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Other games scored poorly according to the criteria. .B/oWy Boar 2 and CAromo
Croj^g only met one of the criteria and AfacAme Afimfer,

B, and IFDL lamAa only

satisGed two of them. These games that represent the bottom six games of the ratings
comprise 9.5% of the sample. However, among those games, there is a total of 13 FPCC
(6)ur o f the Gve games).
Music and Graphics
As outlined in Chapter HI, the games' music and graphics were also examined
(Tables 5-6). The most common types of music were "instrumental" (20.6%) and "heavy
metal" (15.9%). There was no relationship seen between the amounts o f female player
controlled characters and these music types. Among the instrumental music games, there
was a total of 12 FPCC (20% o f total FPCC); the FPCC in the heavy metal games totaled
14 (23% o f total FPCC).

The most common types of graphics were "real" (41.3%) and

"cartoonish" (30.2%). The realistic graphic games featured a total of 21 FPCC (35% of
total FPCC), and the cartoonish games had 18 (30% of total FPCC). The totals of each
most common type of graphics and music do not show a significant relationship.
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Table 5
Musical Elements

Frequency
Valid

1
7
1
1
1
1
10
2
13
4
2
9
8
3
63

Asian
Bouncy
Computerish
Country
Disco
Dramatic
Heavy Metal
Horror
Instrumental
March
NA
Rap/Pop
Rock
Techno
Total

Percent
1.6
11.1
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
152)
3.2
20.6
6.3
3.2
14J
12/7
4.8
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
1.6
12.7
14.3
15.9
17.5
19.0
34.9
38.1
58.7
65.1
68.3
82.5
95.2
100.0

Table 6
Graphical Elements

Valid

Bright
cartoonish
Dark
Edgy
Japanamei
Real
Total

Frequency
4
19
5
6
3
26
63

Percent
6.3
30.2
7.9
9.5
4.8
41J
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
6.3
36.5
44.4
54.0
58.7
100.0
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CHAPTER V
Discussions and Implications
Discussion of Results
This study intended to show that available commercial games do not have
elements that are historically popular among the fismale gender. In addition to game
features, this study attempts to show that the games do not have an abundance o f female
characters. Excluding a few differing outcomes, the results supported these assumptions.
Accepted hvnotheses. One of the key statistics in this analysis was the amount of
player-controlled characters. That is, the number of characters o f each gender in the
game that the player is actually in command of. This is important because if the main
character or "hero" of the game is not the same gender, there is a chance that the player
will not relate with the game and then not be interested in it. Of the 63 games surveyed,
there were very few female characters, in general (107 o f 632 total), and even fewer
female player-controlled characters (60 of 371 total). A t-test of independent means of
all characters in general gave values of 7.946 and 6.129 for PCC, showing a difference in
the means. HI and H2 are therefore accepted; there are more male PCC and male
characters in general.
Expected results. Eight game characteristics that females favor were also
examined, in accordance with past research. On average, each characteristic appeared in
a little over half o f the games (53.9%). And although some o f the criteria appeared more
often than others, their 6equency suggests that the games (in the sample) do not have
elements that females prefer.
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One o f the most important characteristics is the two-player feature. Research
shows that girls like to play video games in groups of two or more (Cassell and Jenkins,
1998; CAiVfJre/! Abw, 2001). This study shows that only approximately half of the games
have that feature (32 of 63). Because girls like to play games together, this low number
is of concern.
Also, only 29 of the 63 games had a character-based story. Several o f the video
game industry experts mentioned in Chuter H discussed the importance of a plot and
characters in game play. Most of the racing and sports games fall into this category and
comprise a large percentage o f the sample (47.6%). But, without characters that a player
can experience the game through, it is possible that these types of games (racing and
sports) will not interest females at all.
The results concerning the "realistic environment" criterion were a little
misleading (Table B2). The data show that 46 of the games took place in a realistic
environment. That, in itself^ is a fairly good number. However, only 14 of those games
also had a character-based story. This means that, while it is positive that the games are
in that environment, there is a low chance that they actually take place in a "real world"
setting. Sports and racing games Et this example. They St the "tealisSc environment"
criterion, but, generally, do not have character based stories.
It is of note to menSon that the data in this study are in agreement with similar
past research. Other content analyses of video games have shown stereotypical and oversexual portrayals of females, in addiSon to a lack of female characters (Dietz, 1998;
CTuYffren Abw, 2001). hi fact, the CArZt/re» Abw study showed an even lower 12% of
player-controlled characters being female, when the results with this study show 16%.
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Also, when children are given the opportunity to construct their own video games (Kafai,
1996), the females chose game elements that were not common in games as per the
results of this analysis.
Rejected hypothesis. The results did reveal a few elements that were contrary to
the overall outcome. The mean of the positive characters of each gender was
significantly different (t = 6.749). However, the mean value of negative male characters
was 2.51 for the 63 games studied. The mean value of negative female characters was
.43 per game. A t-test of independent means gave a value of t = 2.755. Therefore H3 is
rejected, that is, we cannot conclude that there is a difference in the number of negative
male and female characters and any indication of such may have been due to chance.
Also, the number of positive characters as compared with negative characters was
more favorable for males than for females. There were approximately two positive male
characters to every negative male character and approximately three positive females to
ever negative female. As a result, there may be fewer total females; but in that group,
they have a better chance of being positive than do the males.
Contrary to past research that describes female video game characters as oversexual (CAfWren Aow, 2001), the results of this study show that most of the women in the
sample remain fully dressed. The game characteristic that appeared the most was,
"games with fully clothed females" (82.5%).
Music and graphics. The music and graphics of the games seemed to have no
consistencies with the other gender criteria. The results show that the most common
types of music and graphics do not translate into more or less female characters. In other
words, the proportionate amount o f female characters is in line with the number o f games
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that feature a certain type o f music or graphics. One might believe that harsh, generallyconsidered masculine heavy metal music and realistic, edgy graphics would be part of a
game with more male characters, but this was simply not true.
Individual Games
It is important to look at some individual games that do and do not St the mold of
the kind of game that a female might want to play. The study outlines some elements that
have been shown to be deciding factors in female gaming, but by looking at the results
closely, they show that there is no perfect game. Kwgrais. Tbm/fy yfnge/icn met all eight
criteria and featured a female player-controlled character, but was actually a series of
small games on one disk. The player controls Angelica in many different games (several
of them are puzzle-oriented), all featuring the TZugrais characters. The background
behind each individual game is based around the characters, but in the traditional sense,
the game does not fit the mold (Cassell and Jenkins, 1998) o f how girls' games are
designed.
According to the results of this study, the most important criterion could be the
character-based story; in some examples, it is the telling characteristic in describing if a
female will like the game. Caeanr fnface 2000,

Fa/ni/y Game facA,

J/eaf 2002, Jfot .ÿAoü! Go(f2, and MLB 2000 met all the criteria, but this one. By
the numbers, that would place these near the top of the female “likeability” scale.
However, a closer look shows that Ca&sarFwe^L and Fami/y Game FacA^ are all puzzle
games set in a real hfe setting. The other three games are in the traditionally non-genderhiendly sports genre. Do they actually have aU the elements that females want in a
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game? Unfortunately, this shows that while a game may meet the standards set by this
experiment, it might not be what females are looking for.
Conversely, games that did not score well may be ideal female-Mendly games.
For example,

2 (fighting genre) and FigiZanfg &(shooter genre) only met

one criterion, but had compelling characters and interesting storylines set in deep,
changing environments. While they are both extremely violent, some contend that
violence is not as important as the characters and story (Amer, 1998) which they possess.
The games also have a combined seven female player controlled characters. The females
in these games are not necessarily role models, but are powerful women on equal
standing with the men throughout the game. Although they do not meet many o f the
criteria, they might be more enjoyable for females than the games that do.
Limitations of the Study
After review, there are some elements of the analysis that might have
unintentionally contributed to the results. Gender bias might have been present during
coding. To prevent this, the author could have used a female to code a portion of the
games, the results then could have been compared to examine differences. Based on the
differences, the procedures could have been modifted.
Another drawback was the allotted time for game play. Some of the games in this
sample could have been played for less than ftve minutes to obtain the necessary
information for this project; others were so advanced, it would take several days to
uncover all the characters and game elements. An extended game playing time would
have surely altered the results. However, all games are not created equal. A better
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solution for a study like this might be to leave an open-ended playing time according to
how complex the particular game might be.
Another disadvantage was the video rental store. The store did not have
instruction books for many of the games. This meant that playing time was also spent
learning the nuances of games, instead of quickly referencing the guide. Also, the sample
was limited to the games available at the rental store. Many of their games were
produced in 1999,2000, and earlier. This means the survey does not necessarily give the
results of the most current games. Taking into consideration funding and time, the video
store was the most convenient means for sample selection, but it had limitations.
There is a possible explanation for the games that did not make sense after being
coded. This study looked at an entire collection of games, but it revolved around
individual ones, and the medium is very distmctive. Each game is so different in its
design and presentation that it is often difficult to place it in a category of “girl-game” or
“boy-game”. There are always individual games that present drastic examples of positive
and negative elements (Dietz, 1998; Children Now, 2001). Just as there will always be
video games with large-breasted women waiting to be saved by the male hero, there will
be others with a smart, dominant heroine, not labeled by her appearance, who saves the
world in the end. But, most o f the games tended to fall in the grey area; they are those
games that have elements that males might like and elements that kmales might like.
This study shows that, as a whole, games do not have female-fiiendly elements.
Consumer statistics show that more males play the games. This means that the individual
games are not being played as much by females. So, while it may be difficult to break
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the games down individually, the big picture shows an overwhelming amount of games
without positive female elements, leaving case-by-case examples unrelated.
bnphcadons

hiterest in video games is the embarkation point to technological literacy. The
gateway for young men and women to careers in technology-related fields is with a
hands-on approach at a young age, often through video games (Greenfield, 1984;
GreenGeld, 1996; Rabasca, 2000). Researchers have also shown that video games can
help develop cognitive skills, like hand-eye coordination and the ability to maintain
attention and orient things in space (Okagaki and Frensch, 1996; Subrahmanyam &
GreenGeld 1994). These researchers mark the importance o f video games in the
development of young people.
Historically, girls have not shown as much interest in video games as boys since
the medium was introduced commercially almost 30 years ago. Some claim this is, in
part, because of a lack of available games that have qualiGes that females are interested in
(Provenzo, 1991; Cassell & Jenkins, 1998; Tarr, 2001). This study is not an attempt to
provide a quotient to determine whether a video game will or will not be female-friendly,
it is a survey of games meant to illustrate that in general, video games do not have
qualiGes that females hke. The results show that there are far less female characters than
male characters in video games, and propordonally, an even smaller amount of female
characters that the player controls. In addiGon, the chosen female-Giendly game
characterisGcs do not appear in many of the games. This outcome is one o f the possible
reasons of lower female video game interest.
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Another reason for low interest might be past history. The video game medium
has been around long enough that a chain-reaction may be in place that causes girls to shy
from video games at a young age. Just as girls are not raised to play with toy trucks and
soldiers, one notion is that video games are not a part of girl-culture, which continues the
cycle o f male-dominance. There is the thought, though, that with the introduction of
more female-oriented games, there might be resurgence in female attention.
Clearly, other mediums have long been criticized for being overly sexual and
violent. Why is this study not about the development o f more female-hiendly T.V.
programs? The hands-on, interactive nature of video games gives them the advantage
because they have more usefidness. The importance o f contact with technology at a
young age emphasizes the reason females need to be involved with the games.
In conclusion, this study shows that video games are not designed with the female
consumer in mind. This has created a majority of games that lack female characters and
game elements that females eryoy. Simply put, if there are not games available for them
to play, then they wiU not play video games. This is a factor that limits the gender 6om
competing with males for computer or technology-related jobs later in life.
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APPENDIX A
Game Sample List
1. 3 Itreme
2. 007 The World is Not Enough
3. Alladin Nasira's Revenge
4. Atlantis The Lost Empire
5. ATV Squad Power Racing
6. Army Men Sarge's Heros
7. Army Men World War
8. Army Men Final Front
9. Alone in the Dark
10. Blasto
11. Bloody Roar n
12. Bushido Blade
13. Bustrick Wake Boarding
14. Caesar's Palace 2000
15. Cyber Tiger
16. Cubix
17. Champion Mote 2001
18. Champion Moto with Ricky
19. Chrono Cross
20. Codename: Tenka
21. Dino Crisis
22. Dukati World
23. Digicard
24. Evil Dead: Hail to the King
25. Family Game Pack
26. Family Feud
27. FIFA 98
28. Formula I '98
29. The Grinch
30. High Heat 2002
31. Hot Shots Golf 2
32. MTV Skateboarding
33. Kurt Warner Arena Football
34. Medal o f Honor: Underground
35. Madden Football 2001
36. MLB 2000
37. Machine Hunter
38. MTV Pure Ride
39. NBA Fastbreak 98
40. NCAA Football 2001
41. NBA Shootout 2000
42. NCAA Gamebreaker 2000
43. NCAA Football 2000
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44. NHL 2000
45. Power Rangers Rescue
46. Polaris Snow Cross
47. Power Shovel
48. Psybadek
49. Ready to Rumble Boxing
50. Resident Evil Survivor
51. Razor Scooter
52. Rugrats: Totally Angebca
53. Sypbon Filter 2
54. Thrashers Skate and Destroy
55. Threads o f Fate
56. Tomba 2
57. Tripleplay
58. Twisted Metal 3
59. Vigilante 8
60. WDL Tanks
61. WCW Thunder
62. Maiytate...: Winner's Circle
63. WWF Smackdown
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APPENDIX B
Additional Research Data
Table 1
Games with Puzzle Elements

Valid No
Yes
Total

Frequency Percent
73.0
46
17
27.0
63
100.0

Table!
Games in a Realistic Environment

Vahd No
Yes
Total

Frequency Percent
17
27.0
73.0
46
100.0
63

Table 3
Games Played at a Slow or Moderate Pace

Valid No
Yes
Total

Frequency Percent
54.0
34
46.0
29
100.0
63

Table 4
Games with Little or No Violence

Valid No
Yes
Total

Frequency Percent
55.6
35
44.4
28
100.0
63
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Table 5
Games with Fully-Clothed Female Characters

Frequency Percent
17.5
11
Valid No
52
82.5
Yes
100.0
63
Total

Table 6
Games with 2-Player Capability

Valid No
Yes
Total

Frequency Percent
49.2
31
32
50.8
63
100.0

Table 7
Games with a character-based Story
Frequency Percent
54.0
34
Valid No
46.0
Yes
29
100.0
Total
63

Table 8
Games with No Death
Frequency Percent
36.5
23
Valid No
40
63.5
Yes
63
100.0
Total
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Table 9
Games with Puzzle Elements and Games with
Fully-Clothed Female Characters Cross-tabulation
Count
Games with Fully-Clothed
Female Characters

Games with Puzzle
Elements
No

No

Tade

Yes

Total
Tide

Yes

Alone in the
Dark
Blasto
Bloody Roar II
Chrono Cross
Kurt Warner
Arena Football
Medal o f Honor:
Underground
Ready 2 Rumble
Boling 2
Twisted Metal 3
Vigilante 8
WCW Thunder
WWF
Smackdown
10

007 The World
is Not Enough
3 Itreme
Alladin Nasira's
Revenge
Army Men Final
Front
Army Men
Sarge's Heros
Army Men
World War
Atlantis The
Lost Empire
ATV Squad
Power Racing
Bushido Blade
Bustrick Wake
Boarding
Caesar's Palace
2000
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Champion Moto
2001
Champion Moto
with Ricky
Codename:
Tenka
Cubix
Cyber Tiger
Digicard
Dino Crisis
Dukati World
Evil Dead: Hail
to the King
Family Feud
Family Game
Pack
FIFA 98
Formula I '98
High Heat 2002
Hot Shots Golf
2
Machine Hunter
Madden
FooÜxdl2001
Marykate...:
Winner's Circle
MLB 2000
MTV Pure Ride
MTV
Skateboarding
NBA Fastbreak
98
NBA Shootout
2000
NCAA Football
2000
NCAA Football
2001
NCAA
Gamebreaker
2000
NHL 2000
Polaris Snow
Cross

0

1

0

1

0

1

0
0
1
1

1
1
1
1

0

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

0
1

1
1

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

1
0

1
1

0

1

0

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

0

1
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Power Rangers
Rescue
Power Shovel
Psybadek
Razor Scooter
Resident Evil
Survivor
Rugrats: Totally
Angelica
Syphon Filter 2
The Grinch
Thrashers Skate
and Destroy
Threads o f Fate
Tomba 2
Tripleplay
WDL Tanks
Total

1

0

1

0
1
1

1
0
0

1
1
1

1

0

1

0

1

1

1
1

0
0

1
1

1

0

1

1
0
1
1

0
1
0
0

1
1
1
1

36

16

52

1

1

Table 10
Games with a Character-based Story and Games in a Realistic Environment
Cross-tabulation
Count
Games in a
realistic
environment

No

Games with a
character-based
Story
No
Yes
Title

Alladin Nasira's
Revenge
Alone in the
Dark
Blasto
Bloody Roar II
Bushido Blade
Chrono Cross
Cubix
Digicard
Dino Crisis
Machine
Hunter
Power Rangers

Total

0

1

11

1

0

1i

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1

0

1
1
1
1
11

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
11

0

1

1
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Rescue
Psybadek
The Grinch
Threads of Fate
Tomba 2
Vigilante 8
WDL Tanks
Yes

Total
Title

007 The World
is Not Enou^
3 Itreme
Army Men
Final Front
Army Men
Sarge's Heros
Army Men
World War
Atlantis The
Lost Empire
ATV Squad
Power Racing
Bustrick Wake
Boarding
Caesar's Palace
2000
Champion
Moto 2001
Champion
Moto with
Ricky
Codename:
Tenka
Cyber Tiger
Dukati World
Evil Dead: Hail
to the King
Family Feud
Family Game
Pack
FIFA 98
Formula I '98
High Heat 2002
Hot Shots Golf
2

Kurt Warner
Arena Football

0
0
0
0
0
1
2

1
1
1
1
1
0
15

17

0

1

1i

1

0

1

0

1

I

0

1

I

0

1

I

0

1

1

0

I

1

0

11

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

1

11

1
1

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

I

1
1
1

0

1

0
0

1
1

1

0

1

1

0

1
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Madden
Football 2001
Marykate...:
Winner's Circle
Medal of
Honor:
Underground
MLB 2000
AfllfP^reïÜde
MTV
Skateboarding
NBA Fastbreak
98
IfBAShookxd
2000
NCAA Football
2000
NCAA Football
2001
NCAA
Gamebreaker
2000
]%HL,2000
Polaris Snow
Cross
Power Shovel
Razor Scooter
Ready 2
Rumble Boling
2
Resident Evil
Survivor
Rugrats:
Totally
Angelica
Syphon Filter 2
Thrashers Skate
and Destroy
Tripleplay
Twisted Metal
3
WCW Thunder
WWF
Smackdown
Total

1

0

1i

1

0

1

0

1

1

1
1

0
'0

1
1

1

0

11

1

0

11

1

0

11

1

0

11

1

0

11

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

1i

1

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

1i

11

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

11

1

0

1

0

1

I

1

0

1

1

0

11

32

14

46
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APPENDIX C
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